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The captive personnel held in the ruins of the previous defeat watched the images coming from

inside the monitor, although it was sporadic, but when they heard 'Mr. Lin is MYGOD' just now,
this group of people for some reason inside their bodies were also warmed up and devout, which
made them wonder why they were so obedient to a Chinese man. They looked at each other for a
few moments, thinking that perhaps they were conquered by the terrifying strength of the group,
but they knew in their own hearts that it was because they had been beaten into submission, and
once they disobeyed and gibbered and spat out a couple of words, they would inevitably get a

beating ......

"Bang!"

In the darkness of the night, finally a gun made a sound. That must have been a starburst,
like a fuse, it thought up, followed by countless shots sweeping out like a hiss of anger, so dull
and icy everywhere ......

'Ta-da-da-da!'



Townsend was at the head of his excitement when he saw the one bullet that brushed past
him, he swallowed and wiped a handful of sweat from his forehead before mentally mumbling

Mr. Lin ismygod, which was a relief, "I've got one of Jelly's sniper spots, forty degrees southeast
at the eighth floor, he's got a bloody red panty hanging from his doorway, just to your right in
front of you, so be careful."

"Subject." Jelly echoed into the comms and then looked up at the ruined building to his right,
and sure enough there was a pair of fucking red panties and stupidly a gun barrel, what a fucking
asshole to shoot at Jelly.

Jerry put the gun under his armpit and then gestured with both hands and began to command.
A man hiding well among the grass saw the gesture and bowed forward like a cat, he walked
under the wall, very cautiously, while watching Jelly's hand signals as Jelly commanded

forward.



A few steps later, a small tentative gesture from Jelly, as well as inside his headset, "Half a
metre further ahead of you is the sniper point, he's on the eighth floor out of the third ruined

building in front of you, twenty-five metres high, with a red panty in the window, and that's just
the sniper point, there must be racking points around. So you have to be careful. But Townsend
has already set up your gun for you, so when the time comes, hide quickly! Don't ever die!"

"Got it, big brother." He turned off his headset, breathed heavily, and without bothering to

look up or make any move, picked up his gun and just strafed the area of twenty to thirty metres,
'da-da-da-da', in a frenzy.

"Shit!" The sniper rifle in the red pants window cursed angrily, but set up his rifle for a
deflated shot!

Only he'd only just poked his head out when Townsend just gave him an easy shot.



It was a flowing set of manoeuvres.

Ove felt his number one sniping spot being so easily contacted and cursed angrily, "Fucking
loser! Cleared so quickly!"

He set up three sniper points in front of him, four heavy machine gun points, and then the rest
of the alleyway. After all, this was a ruined building and there were plenty of places to set up

points, but holding the important chokepoints was the top priority. Apart from these chokepoints to

be guarded, there were also places with a wide view but not very well guarded that could only be

guarded by dispatching heavy troops, otherwise every man hiding and hiding would be foolish

enough to die if the place sneaked past. This was no child's play, this was a battle of life and
death!

Round 1, Townsend wins.



With this sniper rifle racking point cleared, Jelly's two micro-charges were about to start
delivering their power.

The buildings in front of them were uncountable, but they were coming in through the main
entrance of the courtyard, and from their earlier analysis of the situation, they knew that there were

only two doors to this group of buildings, a main east door and a main west door. As long as they
attacked through the east gate and reached the west gate, which was the real home base of X, they
would really win this level!

And look at the time, nine o'clock? What is the time? Exactly.

If according to the general banquet after, to come out from inside at least have to get eleven

or twelve o'clock, but because Lin Hao is not willing to waste time so after entering, just a simple
dance, let Yang William held the auction, greatly save the surplus time ......



"Fifteen minutes to settle the front three rows of floors. In squads of three, start lining up left
and right, remember, be careful."

The six squads separated at once. The hanyou who had just attracted the other sniper point

gestured to Jelly that he could move forward, and Jelly spoke into his headset, "Townsend, move
forward."

"OK," Townsend replied simply.

Thirty seconds later.

The sound of a massive gunfight exchange erupted once again in the darkness, the AK47's
being the loudest. The first round of engagement was fought, and Jelly began to push forward

from the street directly opposite the main east gate. Townsend, who was hiding on a high building,
also moved forward in the darkness, but he never went to the highest top, because he was a sniper



who set up a gun, and he naturally knew that at the top was the place with the widest view, but
equally, there were so many ambush sites up there that he didn't have time to line up one after
another ......

Eight minutes later, "Killed three of the enemy, in control of the surveillance room, from
south to north, the surrounding six buildings are secure."

Ten minutes later, "Killed local number six, in control of surveillance room, north to south,
surrounding seven buildings secure."

Twelve minutes, "Killed local number three, in control of surveillance room, right forward
from main entrance, surrounding four floors secure, killed a heavy machine gun point."

Fifteen minutes, "Killed two local men, advancing right of the main entrance, perimeter four
floors secure, one opponent escaped."
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Jelly put this information together and then stared ahead, before they knew it, they had advanced
a quick two fifths of the way, the other side's command staff had some brains but were nothing

compared to their battle-hardened veterans, but they weren't complacent about it.

"Keep advancing, and remember the phrase, safety first! You can advance slowly, but keep it
safe." Jelly instructed, although they had been in hundreds of battles, they also knew how many

of their brothers had died in them, so they were not allowed to be careless, one carelessness would
be the loss of another brother ......

"Copy that."

"Mr. Lin ismyGod!" then ended with those words and the six squads went back into the

darkness.



Orv looked at the report from his men and burst out incoherently, it had only been ten

minutes, only ten minutes, and four of their ambush sites had been advanced upon, and then they
hadn't even killed a single man from the other side, and there was even a squad that they hadn't
found a trace of, damn it!

Such a disparity of power had increased the pressure on his mind.

Inside the basement Prisoners Ince smashed a monitor screen in anger, "Rubbish, a bunch of
rubbish!" After saying that he looked at the biochemical crystals in his hands, chagrined, "Damn
Chinese, I'll make you die a horrible death!"

"I shouldn't have been greedy enough to keep this biochemical crystals in my own hands, I
should have gifted him to the group leaders of the other halls and asked them to assist me! But
there is little point in seeking to call for help again at this time." Prisoners Ince had wanted to keep
this biochemical crystalline for his own back-up, but it was because of such an idea that he was
now isolated and saw that all his men were about to be killed, so he now regretted it, but
unfortunately there was no pill for regret in the world ......



Jelly led the men and charged again, fast. Lin Hao, who was staring closely at the place from
above the sky, became more and more satisfied with such a team, which was really powerful.
And they would shout 'Mr. Lin ismygod' before every attack, which made Lin Hao feel a bit
strange to hear, but after a few more days, it was slowly accepted again ......

Lin Hao in the sky naturally felt that the place where Auf was located was very hidden as well
as very easy to defend, he felt that Jeli and others might have one or two people suffer heavily,
but Lin Hao did not go down to remind the intention, because Yang Eagles are like this, can not
arrange everything, if everything needs to be arranged in detail, then their group of people will not
be able to do much, and it is impossible to overcome greater difficulties in the future ......

"Stop!"

Inside the ruined building where gunfire filled the air, Jelly shouted into his communicator,
his voice urgent because inside his eyes he saw a very hidden spot.



It was a very inconspicuous balcony on his upper left, eighteen metres away. That balcony
was not originally visible to him either, but as his afterimage swept over it, his sixth sense at the
back of his mind felt a strong sense of crisis. Such a sense of crisis made him stop and take a

closer look around. And that observation instantly led him to the place.

Townsend has been partnered with Jelly for many years, and when he heard Jelly stop so

sharply, he also hurriedly inquired over his communicator, "Jelly, did you find something no? I

don't know. The right place?"

"Townsend you have a very hidden balcony directly in front of you, that balcony is in a gap,
dead center on three sides, you see." Jelly said to Townsend.

"I saw it a long time ago, but he watched it for a long time and didn't see it hiding anyone,
Jerry, it's you who's being too cautious!" Townsend replied as he spat out a mouthful of gum. The
tone was a little lazy.



Orv saw the people under the monitor suddenly not moving and the group all hiding in the
blind spot of the gun line, he was so chagrined that he smashed himself very hard against the wall

beside himself with the gun.

This group of people was simply evil, advancing so fast that it went without saying, and also
very cautious, he naturally arranged the ambush sites are much more powerful than the

commanders of other organisations, but in front of such a group of people, surprisingly nothing,
even their disdainful look, deeply irritated him.

And at the same time it seemed to occur to him why Jelly had been able to join the Sixth
Abolition Division in the first place, and then take care of them, Topaz, and the powerful

members of Zeus with the utmost speed! Even though the fight was nearing its end, he knew how

powerful Zeus was! After Zeus joined, from the fifth ruin son-in-law put them together with

Topang, beat them at the fifth ruin, and simply gave up the defense, but such a powerful Zeus, but
even in the hands of the other side is tasting defeat ......



He was now very anxious and was eager to kill a man to vent his anger and encourage the
morale of his men, only Jelly, didn't give him the opportunity to do so!

"I saw his snatch mouth! Damn, to be so patient! He must have a monitor, guys, watch out!
I'll take care of it!" Just as he smashed the wall, Townsend had seen his presence, Townsend was
extremely annoyed that this Jean had even molested him, made him make a judgemental error,
and even contradicted Jelly, if this was known by Mr. Lin, wouldn't he call himself a loser! He
cursed in his mind, "Damned scum, I'll shoot you in the head!"
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"Be careful." Jelly wasn't upset by Townsend's backbiting, but told all his men to hide.

Ove on top of the building grew even more anxious, just at that moment the group had
reached their encirclement, but now, it wasn't advancing!

"Damn it! Where the hell did the mistake come from!" Orv cursed in a low voice.



Prisoners Ince looked on, his heart also raging, this damned Auf, to not shoot in such a
perfect spot, what was he waiting for, was he using this to vent his displeasure at finding the
biochemical crystals he had grabbed in his hand earlier and not given him to use?

"This damned Ove, how dare he question my decision when I trusted him so much!Wanting

my favours instead of contributing! Damn it!" Prisoners Ince cursed angrily, inside his vision, Auf
was completely able to hit Jelly, but inside Auf's vision, Auf could not see Jelly at all, and then
at this time, he could not be vocal, because above him Lin Hao was watching ......

Although he did not know that Lin Hao belonged to the biochemicals from time to time, but
Lin Hao could fly and his great strength did not join in the fire fight, which means that this
Chinese man also joined the church order, then he could not use his ability to tell his men.

In fact, even if he told Auf, Lin Hao wouldn't care, and even thought it would make it more

difficult for Jeli, greatly increasing the ability of Jeli and the others to exercise and perhaps even

appreciate him. And it was technological assistance, not really a biochemical force to join, and



even if he sued the church, he wouldn't be punished, but Prisoners Ince was still scared, and he

cringed ......

"Brothers, block off that balcony for me, I'll finish him off with two shots!" Townsend said

with fury.

With the height of the gun that had just been revealed, and the height of the balcony fence

itself, Townsend had measured where Orv's head was sitting crouched on the ground, his red dot

was fixed on top of that wall, like the laser pointer of death hitting a man's head, and with the flick
of his finger, the man within the wall had to die!

Ove was completely oblivious to Townsend's presence. It was only then that Prisoner Innes
in the surveillance room saw the horror of Townsend and the others, using his super powerful
perception, and it was only at this time that he realised that it turned out that Ove had been held up
by the other man who had set up the gun, "Damn, everything is gone."



Just as Prisoners Ince finished speaking.

The one of Townsend's sniper rifles emitted two consecutive 'bang' and 'thud' sounds that
scraped the air, and a blood shot directly onto the wall, with white liquid in it.

Ove died straight away.

"Good job." After Jelly finished, he waved his hand once more to issue a command, and in

a flash, the men crouched behind him in hiding pressed in full force.

Inside the basement Prisoners Ince let out a low roar, "All over!"



Have to say, Townsend's gathering close technique is really too strong, just above that one
red spot, directly two shots on the same point, the first shot break the wall, the second shot

directly on Ove's head, just such a technique, simply divine, but unfortunately, ah, he himself

knows, just such a technique, for the biochemicals, standing for him to hit, but also can not hit
through the body ......

"Brothers, eat them all!" Jelly shouted, and at once his own men were fully armed and began
fighting in small groups of three. They were fast, and after not much time, they had directly

crushed all these battlefields, and Lin Hao, who was standing in the air, was looking at the place,
seeing that it was about to end, and the cyborg Orcs who were whistling towards the place and

reveling at the same time in the sky were ridiculous!

The Westerners are so excited and excited that they think they have won.

Finally, after the last man was rounded up and killed, Jelly made an OK gesture to the sky.



Lin Hao flew down and said to Jeli and Townsend, "You two did well, worthy of being the
first and second in command. One of the junior biotics inside has a biotic crystalline in his hand,
after I kill him later, the biotic crystalline will be yours." The speed of these people made him

satisfied, he felt that he could give them certain benefits, after all, just talking without practicing
could bring bad influence to his men, and in the international arena, Lin Hao felt that he was Hua
watch Hua Xia!
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Jerry was thrilled and couldn't believe it, this, this waiting for a moment? He was thinking that

maybe it would take a few days, but now it was there. Looking at his brothers, they were all in
tears, their eyes full of hope, that kind of excitement, more than they had ever been after every

victory before, such a reward, such a bestowal, held a greater attraction for them than money ......

Townsend's head just felt buzzing, the thing he had been begging for was now right in front

of him, and it was no longer a verbal cheque. He was the best sniper in the world, he had sniped

Orcs with his sniper rifle, it was a fight to the death for them, and although he had killed them, he
never wanted to face one again! The battle saw over thirty of them die, going from a fifty strong

mercenary army to eighteen, all because they thought the other side was too strong, so strong that
normal heat weapons would have little effect on him, and they used the tactics of the sea of men,
and the strong bodies of the mighty warriors were simply too weak to fight in front of him, and if
it wasn't for their strong will to fight, I'm afraid that the first time they faced him, they would
have been scared. When they were confronted, they were all directly frightened into

surrender ......



Now, that kind of fearful existence is going to become them too? Looking at each and every

one of their brothers behind them, the reason they were in tears, it was all because! They also own
Orcs, have biochemical power, from now on they don't have to be helpless when they encounter
a biochemical existence, they can fight back! Those brothers who had died, they could finally rest
in peace!

After watching all his men die, Prisoner Ince rushed out from the basement, his giant lizard
head bursting out of the ground, his fishy red teeth glowing fiercely in the moonlight, his eyes
round with rage, a sense of murderous cannibalism!

His anger was as frightening as the pair of fangs.

The powerful killing intent radiated out and pressed the atmosphere around him to become
dull once again. Jelly and the others who were in the midst of excitement looked directly at

Prisoners Ince in astonishment, only to see a giant lizard head twisting its face with murderous

intent in its ferocious appearance, and a pair of eyes that were even sharper staring at each and

every one of them, making them feel their whole bodies tingle. They subconsciously looked at

Lin Hao and found that Lin Hao had a disdainful face, and then they were reassured, the fear in
their hearts directly dissipating.



Townsend clenched his fist and tried to be strong, using his super will power to stare at
Prisoners Ince, such stubbornness made Prisoners Ince roar viciously, Townsend's whole body
trembled, but clenched his fist more and more, staring at Prisoners Ince with a deadly stare. He
knew that the only way to stop being afraid of fear was to face it and feel it!

Lin Hao looked at Townsend and felt that this man was a good talent to cultivate. However,
the biochemical crystals in the hands of the biochemical Prisoner Ince still had to be given to
Jelly, as Jelly was their head, he couldn't destroy the united group, it would be

counterproductive.

"I will crush each and every one of you! You fucking bastards!" Prisoners Ince hissed,
venting his anger as the lizard head began to turn hideous.



The group of men hurrying towards this place in the sky picked up speed again, and the

leader of one of the Zeus members said with some dissatisfaction, "I hope Prisoner Ince doesn't
get too rampant, I don't want this Chinese guy all to myself!"

Tobin also gritted his teeth and snapped, "If Prisoners Ince dares to take it all by himself, I
will fight him to the death!"

"Heh." Rem sneered as he turned his head towards Tobon, "Your Tobon has become a thing
of the past. But I must say, you have a big heart, I think you are a talent, how about following me

in the future?"

"Huh." Topang sneered. Just inside their conversation, Prisoners Ince also looked over, and
when he found all the heads of the organisation had arrived, a pair of porous fists swung down
hard into the air, and then said icily, "Damned Chinese monkey, I will crush you and show you

what wu shan jia shan di xie It's called regret!"
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Lin Hao laughed and didn't take Prisoner Ince's vicious words to heart, instead, he watched as the
men all arrived, then he moved his muscles, then with a single step and a slight borrowing of

strength, his whole body directly soared several dozen meters above the sky, he didn't want to
harm Jelly and the others because of the after-effects of their fight, this was a good squad he had

his eye on, it was going to do a lot of things for him in the future.

"Arrogance!" Rem stared at Lin Hao and cursed angrily at how arrogant he looked. Then he
instructed to Prisoner Ince and Tobong, "Surround him!"

Prisoners Ince's fierce gaze was fixed on Rem, his eyes narrowed in a gloomy manner, and
Rem couldn't help but show a hint of evasion. When Prisoners Ince saw Rem looking like this, he
couldn't help but sneer, "Get out of the way! I think you Zeus are just a bunch of cowardly scum
who are afraid of death!"

"You seek death!" Rem was enraged that the little prisoner Ince dared to taunt their Zeus.



"Get out of my way, or I'll beat you up with me!" Prisoners Ince roared, before he threw a

punch!

From the moment the fight ended below, it meant that the order of the Church could be

broken. How could Prisoners, whose heart had already been picking at the bottom of Sisan's heart,
let the target of his anger be taken away from him!

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the

public.

The X-organization's leader, Mohammed Kato, was a very mysterious person, and as a

cyborg, he had never even met Mohammed Kato, not to mention him, but his leader, Zeus, had
never met Mohammed Kato either. said this person in the end what kind of look, strength
geometry, in addition to Toulouse senior biochemicals, I am afraid that is the Church and the

Pope ......



The Church is a terrifying existence that he does not dare to contact, let alone the Pope. And
compared to the other three senior biochemicals, Rem can only look up to, so for the mysterious

Mohammed Katou can only feel his presence, not dare to say a few words about him ......

Otherwise, I'm afraid the punishment he received would have been more than he could bear

to use.

As for Tobin, who had lost his power, how could he not be angry? But because he is really

too weak in the field, so everyone making decisions will simply ignore him, as for his anger, hold
it in ......

Why is Rem not as angry? Although he also lost, but he did what he set out to do, solved
Topang, compressed X, he did what he set out to do, his own man from the East, I have to say,
has a knack for scouting information, this time, there is credit to him!



Lin Hao couldn't help but laugh lightly as he looked at Prisoners Ince, this X Organization

guy was really arrogant. From Twitter, to Dwarf Scorpion, to Mohammad Kato, to Prisoner Ince,
each one of them was a vicious and vicious existence, stronger and more vicious than others of the
same level, no wonder everyone was so dominant and confident.

But then, what is it in front of oneself? Even a lion is no match for himself, let alone the
junior cyborg in front of him.

"It's thirty past nine. You guys should go together." Lin Hao looked at the time, Night One
had already gone to where Bob lived and was making a deal with Bob, as well as doing the
property statements of the Bolt Group, as the church's personnel would be coming over to check

later ......

"What!" Prisoners Ince stared at Lin Hao, his eyes wide with nothing but anger, endless anger,
then roared, "Damned Chinese monkey, how dare you look down on me!"



Rem was also furious, this Chinese man was so arrogant that he was telling them to come

together! Oh, since when did the Chinese stand up? Ridiculous to the extreme.

Tobong had already started to sharpen his fists, only to be glared at by Rem and had to hold

his tongue.
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"It will only take me to finish you!" Prisoners Ince threw a punch with a huge lizard head that was

very ugly and fast. The air rattled as he stomped and ran.

Rem felt the explosive power of Prisoner Ince and was appalled, such strength was close to
matching his own. He narrowed his eyes and devoted himself to pondering why the X Division

cyborg grew so fast and was so explosively strong and stable.

If he had been attacked by him, he could not even imagine what it would be like. But when
he saw the two Orcs behind him, he was able to steady the loss of colour in his heart.



Tobon's afterglow inside is also seen Rem just now the huge change in expression, from just

now his look change inside, Tobon also concluded that prisoner Ince's explosive power, Rem also

some defeat ......

This closed love Lu Lu Lu love to cover closed a prisoner of Ince so strong!

"It seems that this Chinese person will definitely die!" Tobong said in a deep voice, he looked
at Lin Hao as if he saw a corpse.

Rem nodded, convinced of what Tobong said. At the same time, he looked at the six Orcs

standing below behind him, and his heart grew a lot more, and when Prisoner Inns killed this

Chinese, a horrible battle would break out between them as well.



"A savage race. There's not a bit of force rhyme in it, all there is is brute force, the power of
the Western congregation, it's really four different things." Lin Hao sneered, looking at the fist of
the oncoming prisoner Ince, then his pupils focused before he threw a punch!

"Hehe! How dare you run rampant at this time, the next moment, I'll blast you into mush
with a single punch!" Prisoners Ince shouted with scarlet eyes.

Jelly was so nervous that he pinched the corner of his shirt, was this the kind of fight a

cyborg would explode into? So close that he could see it so clearly.

It wasn't that he was worried about Lin Hao, for Lin Hao had already fought against one of

their three myths of Toulouse, the Bishonen Lion, before he arrived, and it was only a brief

encounter that had knocked the Lion underwater, before the Lion had even routed and fled in

disarray. At the time, they, the brothers, just watched the golden light shining in the sky, but felt
no sign of a human figure. And if they hadn't felt the golden light, they might not have known it
was a battle scene, thinking it was a UFO phenomenon, much less because the male lion fell
quickly underwater with a golden coloured light, where did they know that it was a battle between

man and man ......



It was far more terrifying than the barrage of artillery fire they encountered on the
battlefield ......

At the same time the advanced biotics fought and it was already branded in his mind as a
battle between heavenly beings!

Townsend looked at Jelly's nervous to look naturally knew why Jelly was so nervous, and to
be honest he was nervous too. Jeli's nervousness was because Jeli was about to become a half-orc
and it was a nail in the coffin, Mr. Lin Hao's terror was an existence that even a senior cyborg
could not defeat. You know that the Lion is one of the three myths of Toulouse, and he lost to Lin
Hao, so don't laugh if a little prisoner can defeat Lin Hao.

Moreover, they remembered that within the castle of Golephonte, Lin Hao had severely

wounded the leader of the X organization and even killed their second leader ......



As for Townsend's own nervousness it was because he also wanted to know what it would be

like for Jelly to become a half-orc. Because he would also become a half-orc. This was
something that they had begged for before, they were powerful but they were nothing within the
Gaite family, they went seeking to beg the Gaite family biochemicals, begging them to tell them

how it felt to become a half-orc, the other side was all lovey-dovey, even the power groups that
used to be weaker than them in the international mercenary battlefield would come over and laugh
at them after they became biochemical troops, which made them very annoyed, but they didn't
dare to explode, because the other side had Orcs, an existence they didn't dare to collide with!

Two forces, about to collide!

"Impossible!" The next moment, a shrieking roar came out.
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This was the voice of Tobong, who was somewhat afraid to look at Lin Hao.



The punch that Prisoners Ince had thrown with all his might, a punch that they all dreaded,
was nothing under Lin Hao's punch! And Prisoners Ince slammed directly from the air at speeds

exceeding the speed of sound into the ruins below, with a huge impact that caused the ruins,
which were already about to collapse, to all collapse, with smoke and dust rising in all

directions ......

The other members of the group captured by Jelly were sweating profusely at the horrific
destructive power of the Chinese they had seen once, and they were, in fact, so strong!

Especially the members of Prisoners Ince's men, their mouths were dry and their bodies

began to tremble violently. All of them, with their four eyes forgetting each other, had despair in

their eyes. In fact, the members of the other two organisations were no better, all in fear, they they,
like them, felt the strong smell of death coming over them ......

Jelly and Townsend held them here, closed zero service Yi'er whisked Sisi also let them

watch the surveillance, but only did not tell them what to do with their capture ......



"How can it be so powerful!" Rem swallowed saliva, ate looking at Lin Hao, this time he only
squarely to look at Lin Hao, he was heroic, handsome, at this moment deep still, there is not a
trace because of just out of the force and caused to look a person a little deflated, that punch, as if
for him, like the first punch in the boxing gym, so easy ......

A single punch knocked the prisoner Ince, who had made them all a little fearful, down, and
created an impact of such a magnitude that they could not have hit it with a single blow of their
full strength.

"Come together!" Lin Hao suddenly had a cold look in his eyes as he looked towards Rem

and Tobong.

Without saying a word, these two directly shouted, "Run!"



In an instant, a fish that looked like it could swim in the air ran away extremely fast, directly
to Lin Hao, such speed was slow, and Lin Hao arrived at his heels in a flash.

Immediately, Tobong begged, "Please, spare me! I'm willing to be a cow and a horse for

you."

The corners of Lin Hao's mouth lifted slightly as he blasted out a fist, a powerful and
terrifying black force wrapped around Tobong, and the next moment, blood rained down in the

air, and Tobong died!

Zeus who was running away had already transformed into a green ox, he looked like he was
stepping on white clouds and flying away, fleeing like a bull naive, after he heard the sound of

Tobong wailing, he couldn't help but look back and found that Tobong had died outright, directly
sucking in a breath of cold air, cold sweat all over his body, while bleating, the speed of his flight
accelerated ......



Just in the next moment, a wind whistled in his ears, and in a trance, he saw a figure, a
Chinese figure! An Oriental monkey that he had previously despised.

Lin Hao's facial expression was extremely cold as he squeezed his fist, threw a punch and

struck out with a boom.

"No!" Before Rem could beg for mercy, Lin Hao's fist brushed directly above his twisted

head, blood raining in the wind.

The primary cyborg, the head of the first generation of the Topaz organisation, and the Topaz,
who was a Toulouse powerhouse, fell straight away, not even having the chance to resist. As for
the mighty Zeus, the leader of their hall's group, Rem Bullhead, exploded, and also died outright,
again without a chance to resist!



"Mr. Lin ismygod!" the whole room's true arms chanted, and as for those Orcs who fled, Lin
Hao didn't let them go. There was a Chinese saying that a hundred-footed worm doesn't die, and
he wasn't going to let these people resurface and then threaten Jelly and the others!

Flash after flash after flash, eight times later, all the Orcs were dead straight away!

Only then did Lin Hao return to the top of the ruins, and then look for Prisoner Innes amongst
the ruins. In the middle of the ruins, Prisoner Innes was four metres deep in the ground, his whole
body was in a faint, Lin Hao stepped on him hard, and Prisoner Innes died directly in the faint.
Lin Hao nodded when he felt a white crystal-like object on his body and felt the terrifying power

emanating from it.

He threw it directly at Jelly who had rushed over. Jelly hadn't reacted yet, and only after he
received the object Lin Hao threw over did he take a look at it and his entire body froze on the
spot.



Then he stammered, "Bio... bio-organism crystals!"

Chapter 1168

"What!" The remaining seventeen people all roared in shock, then looked at Lin Hao in unison.

Lin Hao smiled and said, "If I said I'd give it to you, I'll give it to you."

"Thank you, thank you Mr. Lin!" Jelly was so excited that he was already a little incoherent.
How could he say it today, although he was at the forefront of danger, such danger was nothing to
him, and this group of people were actually competing for biotic strength, they were nothing. In
this one, Lin Hao had already taken care of all their cyborg strength, so they had only made a

small contribution and then received such a great benefit in return, and to be honest, they
deserved it.

Looking at the expressions of Jelly and the others, Lin Hao felt that it was worth it.



"Alright, clean up the battlefield, I'm going to meet with the people from the church. This is
just the first biotic crystals, as many as I get, I will bestow upon you all. And all you guys have

to do is, is take care of the territories. I don't want you to expand, nor do I want you to generate
benefits for me, all I want is a name, a name to engage with the church, can you do all this?" Lin
Hao asked, looking at Jelly.

"Can you do it!" They shouted in unison.

Lin Hao turned and left straight away ......

As for the things underneath he he felt that Jelly should be able to handle it, if this couldn't
be handled well, then there was really no point in cultivating it. Of course this was all too much
worry for Lin Hao, Jeli had dealt with a team of over two hundred people, at that time he wasn't
as strong as he is now, now that he was so strong and had so much experience, he must have
handled it very well.



"Brothers! Mr. Lin ismygod!" shouted Jelly!

Then came the countless, 'Mr. Lin ismygod'.

This is God, this is faith, powerful and at the same time incredibly atmospheric to his

followers, they have little reason to refuse to follow such a powerful man ......

When such a ritual was done, Jelly said to them, "This is a gift from Mr. Lin, and going

forward, whether it's a gift from Mr. Lin or a personal commitment from me! Every one of us, all
eighteen of us, will become powerful Orcs and Cyborgs! And no matter how powerful we are

afterwards, we are all followers of Mr. Lin! Now our God has asked us to do just such a simple

thing, you will not fail to do it."



Tanglin Ho was far away in the sky, his eyes reverent as he said, "We will all be strong and

will surely be able to share some of the pressure for Mr. Lin! Mr. Lin is the Lord of our rebirth.
Whatever the Lord then gives us to do, we will do it no matter what! What's more, the Lord is so
atmospheric, there's no reason why we can't do it. We will definitely take care of these territories,
and we will definitely become an underground organisation that the Church cares about. It's just
that we are not an organisation under the Church, but Mr. Lam's!We don't listen to the church, we
listen to the Lord!"

"Yes, our obedience is to the Lord!" Jelly shouted as he led a group of Shan Aishwarya

ground-closers.

When all this was done, Townsend clasped his hands over his heart in a prayer to the Lord

and then urged Jerry, "Jerry, implant the bio-crystals! Become a true cyborg!"

"Yes!" Jelly made the same gesture and finally withdrew his hand before carefully taking out

the biochemical crystals.



It was a solid coloured crystal, filled with a majestic body of energy, giving the impression
of a constant source of life that would never die. Inside this crystal, there was an embryo, which
was peculiarly shaped, and it was impossible to see exactly what kind of existence or species it

was, but it had two horns, one large and one small, like a rhinoceros ......

It said it was implanted, but in fact it was just swallowed directly. How to use the

biochemical crystals, Jelly knew, he had seen it in the Gaiter family. After all, when the Gaither
family recruited them back then, they gave them some video material on how to become

biochemicals, only they were so excited to watch it and then there was no more ......

When the biochemical crystals didn't enter his body, a powerful force melted right through

his body and Jelly's expression became hideous ......
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He was in endless agony, the pain that tore through his internal organs, causing him to roar and

wail low, his body full of veins. A blood vessel swelled with a sensation of breaking through the

body, while a bone above his nose mutated and a small, black, sunken horn branched out, just a
little. As he delayed, this black horn became a cold, incomparable glow.

Townsend and the others could not help but retreat ......

A full thirty minutes later, Jelly this only finished mutating.

At this moment he has two pairs of symbolic sharp fangs in his mouth, the sharp fangs
pierced his tongue, a trickle of blood spilled directly at the corner of his mouth, but he did not feel
the pain, while a still growing rhinoceros horn on the bridge of his nose is slowly growing larger,
the good thing is that this characteristic, he can slightly control a couple of, and did not let this

characteristic horrible own growth, otherwise he is really no way to go outside to meet people ......



The moment he became a half-orc, he suddenly had a silent sorrow in his heart, that is, from
now on he said goodbye to human beings, he was no longer a human being, such a feeling, so he
was in a trance very despondent, only after just a little bit of time, he had no such emotions,
because he was lifted up by his brothers, they threw themselves high into the air, at that moment,
the nightmare in his heart dispersed, he also knew that the nightmare in the heart of his brothers

also dispersed ......

Earlier they had been beaten by the Orcs and lost their confidence, and then chose to work as
mercenaries for the Gaither family, in fact, to put it nicely, they were mercenaries, but to put it
more harshly, they were bodyguards. But they also have no way, more than two people of the
regiment, the final formation of the elite part of more than sixty people, but because of a fight with
the Orcs, directly become eighteen people, and their reputation and big, going forward to Kan

Ding will not be exposed to small scenes, so at that time directly choose to return to the country,
which also has the Gaiter family blessing plus the Gaiter family to give the er grasshopper
XiXiYiJiaJiaJia The reason for the generous remuneration ......

"Brothers. This is where we go to do what Mr. Lin has ordered. The delay because of the

mutation is very hard on my heart, and I express my guilt to Mr. Lin." Jelly said.

Townsend nodded straight, "After letting that bunch of damned scumbags watch such a

grand showdown, I'm sure they won't dare disobey us."



The reason they had left this group of people was to take them in and then assist them in
helping Lin Hao to take care of these territories. What kind of things were given to what kind of

people to do and execute, instead of them, a group of people, fooling around up there. This was
the management method that Townsend and Jie had come up with, but of course there was also
the fact that they had too few personnel.

When they arrived at the previous holding place, there was a smell of urine coming from the

room where they were being held, which amused Jelly and the others, this group of people, who
were all still villains of the worst kind, were now scared out of their asses?

"You guys, what are you doing here?" The black member of Zeus, stammered inquiringly.
Jelly saw endless fear as well as desperation inside his eyes, and bitter pleading, the kind of

hysteria that was so desperate for life that it was truly pitiful. But this was very good news for him,
these people were scared and wanted to live, and some people would do anything to stay

alive ......



"Our Mr. Lin is magnanimous and doesn't want me to kill you all. But he means simply, in
the future you will follow our clan and work for us to guard Topang and the land before X. Can
you do that?" Jeli sternly scolded, at this moment has become a half orc he, his strength is even
more terrifying, before there is a strong rhythm, now is much more domineering.

The captured members all looked at Jelly, their eyes dodging, not daring to look directly at
him, but after hearing Jelly's words, they all showed a look of joyful excitement, they could not
die?

This! Then Mr. Lin was the kindest person in the world! Of course, Mr. Lin's kindness didn't
mean that he was a good bully, Lin Hao had killed all the leaders of organizations such as Topang
in one fell swoop, that kind of terrifying strength, ordinary people really couldn't do much.
Especially the members of Topang, at that time, looking inside the screen, Lin Hao's terrifying
strength, they were too scared to make a sound, they wanted to kneel down and beg for mercy on
the spot ......

"We are willing, we are willing!" They shouted in unison, and then even shouted out the creed
of Jelly and the others, "Mr. Lin ismygod!"



At this point, Lin Hao's underground organization finally took shape.

Chapter 1170

Night One arrived at Bob's house, and when Bob saw Night One, the expression on his face was
a little unhappy, he and Lin Hao gentleman agreement were reached, originally is not to see each
other too much in the future, but this is only separated for how long, and then meet again?

But Jenny's eyes lit up when she saw Night One, only to look at the villa door for a long time
without seeing Lin Hao's figure and couldn't help but feel a pang of disappointment. Such an
image was also seen by Bob, and a hint of it sank down on his already displeased face.

"Mr. Night, I wonder what you want to come over so late?" Although Bob's face was
displeased, he did not directly give the order to expel him.



Night One smiled, still having respect for this man. How can I put it, his elder brother Lin
Hao possessed Golefant and could be promoted to a noble in a short time, and had a great deal to
do with him, Night One was grateful from the bottom of his heart.

"Mr. Bob, my big brother needs all the performance statements about the Porter Group, but
as you know, we have only taken over for a few days, and before that it was all for you to take

care of. Although I have gone to the Porter Group and got all the staff to start counting, but there
are some heavy? I've been to the Polt Group and asked all the staff to start the statistics, but there
are some important? important project reports that are still under your personal management, so I
had to come and disturb you in the evening." Night One said respectfully.

After hearing Night One's words, Bob revealed a surprised sound, then inquired, "Mr. Night
One. I wonder what is the matter you want to tally these statements for?" Bob was aware of Lin
Hao's struggle to become a noble recognized by the Church. He also knew something about the

process of how to become a Church-recognised noble, and now when he heard that Lin Hao was

doing the work of collating the business performance statements of the Porte Group of companies,
could he not be surprised? How long has it been since then? Had he really become a noble? That

was incredible, wasn't it? As his former friend, it took Bolt countless years to become a

noble ......

The speed of this is astounding ......



"Oh, it's just that my big brother said that the church auditor came back to big brother's
place in the evening to audit big brother's assets in Toulouse and once the standard was met, he
could become a newly promoted noble." Night One did not hide anything from Bob and said

straight away.

Bob's eyes widened in shock as he listened, this was a done deal? So fast? He knew that Lin

Hao was very powerful, but compared to the Church, he felt that Lin Hao was still a bit weak, but,
but Lin Hao broke the rules of the Church in such a short time, this was too unbelievable ......

"Oh, oh, okay, I'll go to the Bolt Group right now to sort out the paperwork for Mr. Lin Hao."
After just two moments of thought, Bob immediately threw on a black coat and then hurried

outside.

Jenny, who was standing in the doorway with a lost look on her face, saw Bob going out and

pouted, "Dad, I also want to visit Brother Lin's company, can you take me there?"



Naturally Bob refused outright, "Jenny, you have a very important lesson tomorrow, do you
want your teacher to be disappointed? You told us that he was a very kind and conscientious

teacher, that he treated you with the utmost care, and you said that you would treat him with the

utmost respect. And then you didn't even review your lessons deeply, and that's your respect?"
He did not want Jenny to see Lin Hao, Lin Hao is a married man, he was very afraid that Jenny

would fall deeper and deeper, so he could only bear to refuse Jenny's request, he knew Jenny

would be very sad, but he had no other choice ......

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the situation. And Bob's words made her
unable to refute them, so she could only look at Bob's distant back and suffer in silence.

"Mum." Heartbroken for a long time, Jenny went to her mother's side, then burrowed right

into her mother's arms, seeking comfort ......



The woman didn't dare to say much, she hadn't been reprimanded by Bob when Jenny was

with Lin Hao, so she could only keep her mouth shut as she patted Jenny's back over and over to
ease her emotions and looked at Bob's distant back, shaking her head in helplessness ......
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